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Abstract
Southern Tiwa (Tanoan) exhibits agreement with up to three ar-
guments (ergative, absolutive, dative). This agreement issub-
ject to certain restrictions resembling the Person-Case Constraint
paradigm (Bonet (1991)). Moreover, there is a correlation be-
tween agreement restrictions and conditions on (the obviation
of) noun-incorporation in Southern Tiwa, as explicitly andel-
egantly captured by Rosen (1990) in terms of a heterogeneous
feature hierarchy and rules of association. We attempt to recast
Rosen’s central insights in terms of Anagnostopoulou’s (2003;
2006) probe-sharing model of Person-Case Constraint effects,
to show that the full range of Southern Tiwa agreement and
(non)incorporation restrictions can be given a single, unified
analysis within the probe-goal-Agree framework of Chomsky
(2001). In particular, we argue that Southern Tiwa’s triple-
agreement system is characterized by (i) an independent class
probe located on the heads T and v, and (ii) a rule that al-
lows this class probe to be deleted in the context of local-person
T-agreement. The various restrictions on agreement and non-
incorporation then reduce to a single source: failure of class-
valuation with DP (as opposed to NP) arguments.

Keywords: Southern Tiwa, Agree, Person-Case-Constraint, class feature, incorpora-
tion, Phase Impenetrability Condition, syncretism, inverse number

1 Introduction

Rosen (1990) offers a remarkably elegant reanalysis of the complex set of agreement
restrictions and conditions on incorporation in Southern Tiwa, a Tanoan language
spoken in New Mexico, as described and analysed in the pioneering work of Allen,
Frantz and Gardiner (see, especially, Allen et al. (1990)).1 Southern Tiwa is a head-
marking language (in the sense of Nichols (1986)) that makesextensive use of noun-
incorporation and exhibits a particularly interesting system of rich agreement (using
portmanteau morphemes): as argued by Rosen, Southern Tiwa is a triple-agreement
language, in which the verbal prefix can register agreement with up to three arguments

∗For helpful comments and questions we would like to thank theaudiences at the Workshop on Grammar
and Processing of Verbal Arguments (Universität Leipzig, April 2007), Generative Grammatik im Süden
(Universität Konstanz, May 2007), and the Workshop on Morphology and Argument Encoding (Harvard
University, September 2007), as well as the participants ofthe Colloquium on Syntax and Morphology at
Universität Leipzig, April 2007. Particular thanks go to Daniel Harbour, Gereon Müller, Andrew Nevins,
Jochen Trommer, and three anonymous NLLT reviewers.

1These works are concerned with the idiom spoken at Isleta pueblo; see also Leap (1970a).
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in a clause. Thus verbs may agree with as many as three arguments: the ergative
(NPerg), absolutive (NPabs) and dative (NPdat). This agreement, which is expressed in
the form of a verbal prefix, registers person, number and, in the case of third-person
arguments, class as well; see (1), (2), and (3), from Rosen (1990, 670).

(1) a. Te-mı̃-ban
1SG-go-PAST

(eskwela-’ay)
school-to

“I went (to school)”
b. A-mı̃-ban

2SG-go-PAST

(eskwela-’ay)
school-to

“You went (to school)”

(2) a. Ka-musa-wia-ban
1SG:A:2SG-cat-give-PAST

“I gave the cat to you”
b. Kam-musa-wia-ban

1SG:B:2SG-cat-give-PAST

“I gave the cats to you”

(3) a. ’Uide
child-A

tam-musa-wia-ban
1SG:B:A-cat-give-PAST

“I gave the cats to the child”
b. ’Uide

child-A
tow-keuap-wia-ban
1SG:C:A-shoe-give-PAST

“I gave the shoes to the child”

Following Rosen (1990), the agreement prefix is glossed as follows: a prefix that en-
codes agreement with NPerg = X, NPabs = Y, and NPdat = Z is glossed as X:Y:Z (this
does not reflect the hierarchy of arguments in the structure,cf. (33); nothing that fol-
lows hinges on this); accordingly a prefix encoding for NPerg and NPabs is glossed X:Y,
and one encoding for NPabs and NPdat is glossed Y:Z. The letters A, B and C indicate
class-agreement: the singular and plural forms of third-person nouns in Southern Tiwa
belong to one of three inflectional classes, labelled A, B andC, respectively, which
follow one of the three patterns in (4).2

(4) Agreement patterns:
Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3

singular A A B
plural B C C

Animate third-person nouns always follow Pattern 1 (Rosen (1990, 672)), a fact that
will become crucial in section 4.

Example (1), then, exhibits person and number-agreement for the single, absolutive
argument of an intransitive; examples (2) and (3) display triple-agreement with all

2Southern Tiwa also exhibits a dual, which often (but not always, see section 4.1; cf. also appendix A,
section 7.2) collapses with the plural in the agreement prefix. Thus, (4) is a simplification. We will return
to the status of the dual within the Southern Tiwa class system in appendix A, where we attempt to reduce
the A-B-C class system in (4) to one based solely on number features, in line with such recent proposals as
Noyer (1992) and Harbour (2007).
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three arguments of a ditransitive, with the absolutive argument registering variation in
inflectional class according to number in (2) and animacy in (3).

Additionally, agreement and incorporation in Southern Tiwa are subject to a num-
ber of constraints, which are the central concern to the present paper (and to Rosen
(1990)). They can be summarized as follows (a more detailed exposition and explana-
tion of these constraints can be found in sections 2, 4, and 5):

(5) Restrictions on Southern Tiwa agreement and incorporation:
Any two (or more) of the following three argument types are barred from co-
occurring:

a. A dative DP (of any person)
b. A third-person ergative DP
c. A local-person (1st/2nd) or non-incorporating absolutive DP.

Rosen’s strikingly simple and insightful analysis describes the banned configurations in
terms of crossing association lines on a featural hierarchy, akin to a tier in autosegmen-
tal phonology. Thus, given the hierarchical arrangement ofperson, case and animacy
features in (6), ungrammaticality arises wherever the linking of arguments according
to these features with the corresponding points on this tierwould result in the crossing
of linkages, formalized as association lines.

(6) Rosen’s hierarchy:
Sole animate≫ Ergative≫ 1st/2ndor specificor non-incorporated≫ Dative
≫ 3rd≫ Absolutive≫ Inanimate

The reader can check for themselves that attempting to combine any two of the three
categories in (5) will result in crossing associations, andthus a prohibited configuration.

Effective and explicit as this analysis surely is, the particular technology it employs
(a primitive hierarchical tier to which arguments are associated, presumably by spe-
cial rules of association) is of questionable status, especially under the more stringent
standards to which syntactic explanation is held in the recent developments of the Min-
imalist Program (Chomsky (1995) et seq.). Our aim in the subsequent sections of this
paper is thus to attempt a further (re)rethinking of the restrictions in (5) that builds on
and recasts Rosen’s central insights in terms of the probe-goal mechanism underlying
the operation Agree of Chomsky (2000; 2001). In particular,Rosen’s crossing associa-
tion lines would seem readily amenable to a reanalysis in terms of intervention effects
arising from the minimality of Agree, whereby a probe must agree (first) with theclos-
estgoal in its c-command domain (with the hierarchy in (6) perhaps translated into an
equivalent corresponding sequence of functional heads). Insofar as such a reworking
of Rosen’s analysis proves possible, the typologically rare triple-agreement system of
Southern Tiwa becomes amenable to principled explanation in the sense of Chomsky
(2007; 2008), which, echoing Rosen’s own concerns (Rosen (1990, 670)), would be an
interesting theoretical result in itself.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the empirical
situation, presenting the data and restrictions on agreement and non-incorporation in
greater detail. Our theoretical assumptions are then summarized in section 3, which
leads to an analysis of Southern Tiwa’s agreement restrictions in terms of the Person-
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Case-Constraint in section 4. Section 5 extends this analysis to the restrictions on non-
incorporation, developing a unified account that strengthens the connection that Rosen
draws between (non)agreement and (non)incorporation by removing the stipulations
associated with her hierarchical rankings. Finally, section 6 offers a brief conclusion.

The analysis presented in sections 3–5 is based on Leap’s (1970a) atomic A-B-C
class system (cf. (4) above). In light of recent successful number-based treatments of
Kiowa-Tanoan class such as Noyer (1992) and Harbour (2007),which dispense with
class as a primitive feature, appendix A attempts to reformulate our analysis in terms
of a system based on decomposed number features, arguing that this is not only desir-
able from the perspective of semantic transparency, but also quite possible, requiring
relatively few additional assumptions once it is recognized that Southern Tiwa lacks
the nominal inverse of related Kiowa-Tanoan languages.

2 The Restrictions

2.1 Agreement restrictions

Let us first illustrate the three agreement restrictions to which Southern Tiwa is subject,
adhering largely to the presentation in Rosen (1990) (see also Allen and Frantz (1983),
Allen et al. (1990), Aissen (1990); for a more crosslinguistic view of these and similar
restrictions, see Aissen (1999), Haspelmath (2003), Baker(2008)).

The first restriction relates to transitive clauses and barsthe co-occurrence of a
third-person ergative with a first- or second-person absolutive. As shown in (7), there is
no agreement prefix to express A/B/C:1/2 in transitives (theposition of the nonexisting
prefix is indicated in the structure byxxx). Instead, Southern Tiwa resorts to a passive
to express such a proposition (see (7-c)).

(7) a. Ti-khwian-mu-ban
1SG:A-dog-see-PAST

“I saw the dog”
b. *’Uide

child-A
xxx-mũ-ban
A :2-see-PAST

“The child saw you”
c. ’Uide-ba

child-INST

ma-m̃u-che-ban
2PL-see-PASS-PAST

“You were seen by the child”

This restriction, which bears the hallmarks of the “weak” form of the Person-Case
Constraint (PCC; see in particular Anagnostopoulou (2006)and references therein, and
section 4 below), may be stated as follows:

(8) First agreement restriction (simple transitives; Rosen (1990, 675f.)):
If NPerg in a simple transitive structure is 3rd, then NPabsmust be 3rd, too.

The second restriction on Southern Tiwa agreement applies to “dative intransitives”,
i.e., intransitive clauses in which the absolutive co-occurs with a dative goal, and by
extension to ditransitives too (see also the third restriction, (12), below). The dative
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argument may or may not control agreement (i.e. be expressedin the verbal prefix).
If it is an agreement-controlling dative, then the co-occurring absolutive is once again
barred from being first- or second-person, as shown in (9). Propositions involving a
first- or second-person absolutive require a nonagreeing dative, i.e. the language must
resort to an oblique dative (marked by a post-position, as for instance-’ay in (9-c)).

(9) a. Im-seuan-wan-ban
B:1SG-man-come-PAST

“The men came to me”
b. *xxx-wan-ban

2SG:1SG-come-PAST

“You came to me”
c. A-wan-ban

2SG-come-PAST

na-’ay
me-to

“You came to me”

This restriction, which resembles the “strong” Person-Case Constraint (see Bonet
(1991), Boeckx (2000), Anagnostopoulou (2003; 2006),Řezá̌c (2004), Richards
(2008b), Adger and Harbour (2007), and section 4 below), may be stated as follows:

(10) Second agreement restriction (dative intransitive; Rosen(1990, 678f.)):
In a structure with NPabsand NPdat, NPabsmust be 3rd (NPdat is free).

Finally, the third restriction on agreement in Southern Tiwa applies to ditransitives,
such that a dative may not co-occur with a third-person ergative, as in (11-b). Since a
dative is present, the previous restriction (10) applies here too, thus excluding a first-
or second-person absolutive (see (11-c)).

(11) a. Tow-wia-ban
1SG:C:A-give-PAST

“I gave them to him/her”
b. *xxx-wia-ban

A :C:A-give-PAST

“He gave them to him/her”
c. *xxx-wia-ban

1SG:2SG:A-give-PAST

“I gave you to him”

We might state this restriction as in (12), which includes the strong Person-Case Con-
straint in (10) as its second part.

(12) Third agreement restriction (ditransitives; Rosen (1990,677)):
In a ditransitive structure, NPerg must not be 3rd and NPabsmust be 3rd (NPdat

is free).

In sum, the three restrictions on Southern Tiwa agreement ban the three logically pos-
sible pairings of datives, third-person ergatives, and first- or second-person absolutives:
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(13) Summary of agreement restrictions:

a. *NPerg,3rd+ NPabs,1st/2nd (weak PCC)

b. *NPdat + NPabs,1st/2nd (strong PCC)

c. *NPerg,3rd+ NPdat (restriction on NPerg)

2.2 (Non-)incorporation restrictions

Rosen (1990) shows that there is a correlation between agreement restrictions and the
“seemingly intricate” conditions on noun-incorporation in Southern Tiwa, specifically
the conditions under which a third-person absolutive nominal may obviate otherwise
obligatory incorporation and thus appear in a “free-standing” form (see also Allen et al.
(1984), Sadock (1985), Baker (1988) on N-incorporation in Southern Tiwa). Though
apparently “chaotic” and “idiosyncratic” at first sight, these conditions are shown to
follow a simple pattern by Rosen, who reduces them to the sameformal restriction
as the agreement conditions reviewed above: namely, the banon crossing association
lines. Noting that an absolutive may only “stand unincorporated if it has [. . . ] a high
degree of specificity” (Rosen (1990, 683)), Rosen captures this effect by ranking the
property of “High Specificity” high on the hierarchy in (6), at the same position as
1st/2nd-person.

The various conditions on (non)incorporation in Southern Tiwa may be stated as
follows. Firstly, in intransitives, if the sole (absolutive) argument is inanimate then it
must incorporate; if it is animate then it must stand unincorporated:3

(14) First condition on incorporation (Rosen (1990, 680)):
If NPabs is the sole argument of a clause, then it must incorporate if inanimate
and must not incorporate if animate.

(15) a. Musan
cats

i-teurawe-ban
B-run-PAST

“The cats ran”
b. *I-musa-teurawe-ban

B-cat-run-PAST

(16) a. I-k’uru-k’euwe-m
B-dipper-old-PRES

“The dipper is old”
b. *K’uru

dipper
i-k’euwe-m
B-old-PRES

Note that such examples cannot be reduced to a ban on incorporating the subjects

3In fact, this restriction is rather more flexible than statedin (14). As Rosen (1990, 699, fn. 16) puts
it, “when the grammar is manipulated in real discourse”, exceptions are possible: thus examples of unin-
corporated inanimates with class-A (“animate”) agreementinstead of the expected class-B/C-agreement can
be found. In effect, a speaker is free to optionally promote an inanimate to the class of “animate”, non-
incorporating absolutives (i.e. to invest it with the “HighSpecificity” property of high pragmatic salience) at
their discretion. In the analysis we propose below (section5), this equates to the free optionality of embed-
ding an NP under a DP shell, a choice which is subject only to considerations of pragmatic deviance, cultural
appropriateness, etc.
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of unergatives (cf. Baker (1988; 1996)), since incorporation is also banned in unac-
cusative contexts (such as “The cats are old”; cf. Rosen (1990, 680, ex. (40))).

Secondly, ergatives can never incorporate. Consequently,this leaves only one read-
ing for sentences such as (18-a,b).

(17) Second condition on incorporation (Rosen (1990, 681)):
NPerg never incorporates.

(18) a. Seuanin
men

ibi-musa-muban
B:B-cat-see-PAST

“The men saw the cats” Not: “The cats saw the men”
b. Ibi-kan-hwiwimu-’an

B:B-horse-hate-PRES

“They hate horses” Not: “Horses hate them”

The same is true of datives, see (19). (Note that examples such as (20-b) cannot be
explained by assuming a restriction against polyincorporation, as shown by Allen et al.
(1984, 304), Rosen (1990, 681-682).)

(19) Third condition on incorporation (Rosen (1990, 681f.)):
NPdat never incorporates.

(20) a. Ta-’u’u-wia-ban
1SG:A :A-baby-give-PAST

hliawrade
woman

“I gave the baby to the woman”
b. *Ta-hliawra-’u’u-wia-ban

1SG:A :A-woman-baby-give-PAST

For all other cases, incorporation is normally obligatory.Thus, where the absolutive
is not the sole argument (i.e. in transitives), incorporation is mandatory (pending the
exceptions to be stated in the final condition (24) below), including for animates.

(21) Fourth condition on incorporation (Rosen (1990, 682f.)):
An NPabs that is not the sole argument of the clause obligatorily incorporates
(unless (24)).

(22) a. Musan
cats

i-hliaw-ban
B-come.down-PAST

na-’ay
me-to

“The cats came down to me”
b. *I-musa-hliaw-ban

B-cat-come.down-PAST

na-’ay
me-to

(23) a. Im-musa-hliaw-ban
B:1SG-cat-come.down-PAST

“The cats came down to me”
b. *Musan

cats
im-hliaw-ban
B-come.down-PAST

In (22), “cats” is the sole argument controlling agreement (the dative is a prepositional
oblique), and so cannot incorporate, in accordance with thefirst condition (14), above.
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By contrast, (23-a) involves a dative intransitive in whichboth arguments control agree-
ment; “cats” is thus not the sole argument, and must incorporate, by (21).

Though generally obligatory, such incorporation of nonsole absolutives is obviated
under two conditions. Firstly, as noted above, the absolutive must be interpreted as
“highly specific” (see (25)). Secondly, non-incorporationcannot co-occur with either
a third-person ergative (see (26)) or any dative (see (27)).

(24) Fifth condition on incorporation (Rosen (1990, 683, 688)):
An NPabsthat is not the sole argument can optionally obviate (otherwise oblig-
atory) incorporation (see (21)) if it is interpreted as specific and if a. and b.
hold.

a. NPerg is 1st/2nd.
b. There is no NPdat co-argument.

(25) a. Ti-seuan-m̃u-ban
1SG:A-man-see-PAST

“I saw the man”
b. Seuanide

man
ti-mũ-ban
1SG:A-see-PAST

(26) a. Ø-seuan-m̃u-ban
A :A-man-see-PAST

“He/she saw the man”
b. *Seuanide

man
Ø-mũ-ban
A :A-see-PAST

(27) a. Ka-’u’u-wia-ban
1SG:A:2SG-baby-give-PAST

“I gave the baby to you”
b. *’U’ude

baby
ka-wia-ban
1SG:A:2SG-give-PAST

Thus non-incorporating absolutives, i.e. those associated with specific interpretations,
induce the same kinds of Person-Case Constraint effects as 1st- and 2nd-person ab-
solutives: both non-incorporating (“highly specific”) absolutives and 1st/2nd-person
absolutives are barred from co-occurring with datives or third-person ergatives. This
can be summarized as follows, a slight modification of (13):

(28) Summary of agreement and non-incorporation restrictions:

a. *NPerg,3rd+ NPabs,1st/2nd/non-incorporating (weak PCC)

b. *NPdat + NPabs,1st/2nd/non-incorporating (strong PCC)

c. *NPerg,3rd+ NPdat (restriction on NPerg)

The restrictions on agreement and non-incorporation thus unified, the challenge is to
identify a single property common to both these types of absolutives (1st/2nd and non-
incorporating/specific) that is responsible for inducing them. For Rosen, this prop-
erty is an identical ranking on her featural hierarchy (cf. (6)). We will suggest in
section 5 that the unifying property is simply the presence of a D head on the abso-
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lutive argument. This D head contributes both the person feature (1st/2nd) and the
animacy/specificity interpretation, and serves to block the kind of agreement with the
head noun that yields both (non)incorporation and (lack of)Person-Case Constraint
effects in Southern Tiwa. It will turn out that all and only the NPs given in (28)/(13)
above are in fact DPs. Before presenting the workings of thisanalysis, we must first
make explicit the theoretical assumptions from which our analysis proceeds. These are
outlined in the following section.

3 Theoretical assumptions

Our aim is to develop an account of the restrictions in (28) that follows from inde-
pendently motivated conditions on agreement within a minimalist architecture of the
language faculty (Chomsky (1995; 2008)). As such, we adopt the probe-goal model
of feature-agreement as first set out in Chomsky (2000), in which designated check-
ing configurations are replaced with simple c-command between a probe (which lacks
feature values) and a goal (which bears the corresponding feature values and specifies
these values on the probe).

We adopt the standard assumption that T and v are the locus of unvalued agree-
ment features (i.e. probes), and that these agreement features include [PERSON] and
[NUMBER]. Further, we assume that T and v in Southern Tiwa additionally have an
unvalued class feature, as indicated in section 1.4 These features must all seek values
from the corresponding interpretable agreement features of NP arguments (goals). The
goal arguments, for their part, bear case features that mustbe valued in the syntax by
the verbal heads, T or v. Case valuation on NP is thus a by-product of agreement valu-
ation on T/v (in the spirit of the long-standing insight thatcase and agreement are two
sides of the same coin, cf. George and Kornfilt (1981)).

Valuation of case and agreement features on probe and goal iseffected by the op-
eration Agree, a standard version of which is given in (29):

(29) Agree:
A probeα can agree with a goalβ iff a.-d. hold:

a. α is unvalued and seeks the value ofβ.
b. α c-commandsβ.
c. β is the closest goal toα.
d. β co-occurs with an unvalued case feature.

“Closest” in (29-c) captures an important property of the minimalist computational
system: search is minimized (on grounds of operative efficiency), so that the first head
encountered that bears a goal values as many features as it can. For concreteness,
Closeness can be structurally defined as in (30), and the maximization of feature valu-
ation may be stated as in (31), though the effects of both of these are simply the result
of minimal search.

4We abstract away from the question of how these features end up pronounced as a prefix on the verb; cf.
Adger et al. (in press, 139-161), who address this issue for the related language, Kiowa.
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(30) Closeness:
Goalβ is closer to probeα than goalγ if a. and b. hold.

a. α c-commands bothβ andγ.
b. β asymetrically c-commandsγ.

(31) Maximize (Chomsky (2001)):
One application of Agree values all features of the probe head that find a
matching feature on the current goal head (see also Pesetsky’s (1989) Ear-
liness Principle).

The condition (29-d) on Agree is sometimes subsumed under the Activity Condition.
As argued in Richards (2008a), case features render interpretableΦ-sets (i.e. goals)
visible to the syntax and thus contribute to optimal design.A goal is thus only visible
(active) for as long as it has an unvalued case feature. In effect, case acts as a boolean
switch: if it is unvalued (switched on), then the goal is visible to probes; if it is valued
(switched off), then the goal is invisible. We further assume that, for a goal’s case
feature to be valued, it is in principle sufficient for the goal to Agree with justone
of the probe’s agreement features, in the spirit of maximizing valuation opportunities
(cf. (31)); that is, a blind, local computational system should not allow valuation to be
delayed in the hope of finding a better (fuller) match later inthe derivation. (See also
Řezá̌c (2003; 2004) for an approach to the individual deactivation of goal features, and
Béjar andŘezá̌c (2009) on the separable valuation of person and number probes.)

As is standard, we further assume that T and v each come in two varieties: a de-
fective variant, which lacksΦ features, and a nondefective,Φ-complete variant able
to partake in agreement and case valuation. For Southern Tiwa, we thus have nonde-
fective variants of T and v with unvalued agreement and classfeatures [AGR:�] and
[CLASS:�] (the feature’s lack of value is indicated by the presence of�) and defective
variants of T and v that lack these features. The various variants of T and v are allowed
to combine freely in principle as lexical choices in the numeration; some of these com-
binations will simply lead to nonconvergent derivations due to unvalued features. Thus
a combination of defective T and defective v is unable to value case at all and so is in-
compatible with the presence of nominal arguments; on the other hand, a combination
of T and v each bearing both [AGR:�] and [CLASS:�] will fail to converge in a simple
transitive due to the presence of more probe features than two arguments are able to
value ([PERSON], [ NUMBER] and [CLASS] are never valuable by the same argument in
Southern Tiwa, for reasons of the complementary distribution of these features across
D and N: see (36) below). It follows that the only possible (convergent) combinations
of T-types and v-types are those given in (32), and that each corresponds to a particular
clause type that provides just the right number of argumentsfor the features of all the
probes and goals to be valued.5

5In transitive structures, ergative and absolutive are bothassociated with T (cf. Anagnostopoulou (2006),
Bobaljik and Branigan (2006)). The simple intransitive case employs a defective (probeless) v with a “semi-
defectivized” T that comprises either (i) unvalued [AGR:�] and a default valued [CLASS:A ] or (ii) unvalued
[CLASS:�] and default valued [AGR] ([ PERSON:3,NUMBER:SG]). See section 4.3 for empirical and con-
ceptual justification of this.
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(32) T/v-combinatorics Clause type
a. T[AGR:�,CLASS:�] + v[–] → transitive
b. T[AGR:�,CLASS:�] + v[AGR:�,CLASS:�] → ditransitive
c. T[–] + v[AGR:�,CLASS:�] → dative intransitive
d. T[AGR:�,CLASS:A] + v[–] or
e. T[PERS:3,NUM :SG,CLASS:�] + v[–] → simple intransitive

The simple clause structure in (33) shows the base positionswe assume for the various
probes and goals. The latter are identified by their valued case forms. By Closeness
(30), these case forms can be identified with particular probes, as given in (34).

(33) Clausal structure:
[TP T [ vP NPerg [ v’ v [VP (NPdat) [V’ V NPabs ]]]]]

(34) Case assignment:
a. T[PERS] → Ergative
b. v[PERS] → Dative
c. T/v[CLASS(/NUM)] → Absolutive

Our final set of assumptions relates to the categorial statusof nominal arguments as
NPs versus DPs. As noted in the previous section, Rosen (1990) claims that non-
incorporating absolutives are “highly specific”, belonging to a class of definite or spe-
cific referring expressions that she calls “HiSpec”. Further, she also notes that erga-
tives and datives, which may not incorporate, are always animate (Rosen (1990, 682);
see also Fillmore (1968), Pesetsky (1995), Adger and Harbour (2007)). Animacy and
specificity thus characterize the entire class of non-incorporating arguments. Recent
work has revealed an implicational link between the specification of person features,
on the one hand, and precisely these semantic properties (animacy and specificity)
on the other: see Adger and Harbour (2007) on the person-to-animacy entailment,
and Richards (2008a) on the person-to-specificity entailment. If, following Richards
(2008a), we take person to be a property only of DPs (bare NPs being inherently third-
person, that is, third person on T is the default in the context of a bare NP), then we
can provide a structural definition of the entire class of non-incorporating arguments
(regardless of case): these are all DPs. We thus equate Rosen’s (1990) category HiS-
pec with the presence of a D-head. Nominals that are not HiSpec (i.e. incorporating
nominals) lack a DP-shell, i.e. they are bare NPs, and optionality of HiSpec (and non-
incorporation) now translates to optionality of DP over NP.

As mentioned above, Adger and Harbour (2007, 20), in their study of the related
language Kiowa, propose an implication from person (specifically, the presence of
[PARTICIPANT]) to animacy. This can now be restated as an implication fromDPs
to animacy:

(35) DP-animacy implication:
a. DP ⇒ animate
b. animate 6⇒ DP

DPs are always animate, by virtue of the syntactic person feature that they specify.
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Animates may still be NPs (by (35-b)), however, and thus incorporate, as in (23-a).
Further, the obligatory animacy of datives and ergatives now follows if these are obli-
gatorily DPs (in Adger and Harbour’s (2007) terms, dative arguments are obligatorily
person/participant-specified since indirect objects mustbe capable of mental experi-
ence; see Harbour (2007) for similar claims about agents andergatives). We will thus
refer henceforth to DPerg and DPdat instead of NPerg and NPdat. Absolutives, by con-
trast, may be optionally DPabsor NPabs(i.e. optionally HiSpec, for Rosen), and we will
refer to them accordingly in what follows.

The structural difference between DPs and NPs has importantconsequences for the
accessiblity of the class feature of nouns. We take [CLASS] to be a lexical property of
N; thus [CLASS] is located on the head of NP. [PERSON] and [NUMBER], on the other
hand, are contributed by D. We thus arrive at the DP-internalstructure in (36).

(36) Nominal structure:
[DP D[PERS,NUM ] [NP N[CLASS] ]]

We assume that the category D, like C and v, constitutes aphasein the sense of Chom-
sky (2001). (See Svenonius (2004), Heck and Zimmermann (2004), den Dikken (2007)
for arguments that DP is a phase.) As such, it is subject to thePhase Impenetrability
Condition, as defined in (37).

(37) Phase Impenetrability Condition, PIC; (Chomsky (2001)):
The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not accessible to operations at ZP (the
next phase); only X and its edge (SpecX) are accessible to such operations.

As a result of (37), everything on the complement side of D (ofan object within VP)
becomes inaccessible once the phase head v has been introduced into the structure; only
SpecD and D remain accessible. It follows that an NP’s class feature is not accessible
from outside of DP; i.e., [CLASS] on NP is only accessible to probes when that NP is
not “protected” by a DP-layer. Third-person DPs, unlike NPs, thus have “invisible”
[CLASS], a factor which will play a crucial role in the following sections in deriving
the agreement and incorporation restrictions in (28).

4 Analysis 1: Agreement restrictions

With the above assumptions in place, we proceed to our analysis of the three agreement
restrictions in (13) across the various clause types – transitives (section 4.1), ditransi-
tives (4.2), and intransitives (4.3).

As noted in section 2, the agreement restrictions found in Southern Tiwa bear a
close resemblance to a class of phenomena that has been dubbed the Person-Case Con-
straint (PCC) in the literature: so-called “weak” PCC effects in the case of transitives,
and “strong” PCC effects in the case of ditransitives. Such effects may traditionally be
analysed in terms of a Silversteinian prominence scale, such that the lower argument
cannot be more prominent or salient in terms of its person/animacy properties than the
higher argument (see Silverstein (1976)). Thus, for weak PCC, the lower argument
cannot be 1st- or 2nd-person if the higher argument is 3rd person; for strong PCC, the
lower argument cannot be high-ranked (local-person) at all. Instead of this, we adopt
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an approach to the PCC and PCC-like argument restrictions along the lines of recent
minimalist analyses such as Anagnostopoulou (2003; 2006) and Řezá̌c (2004), which
dispense with primitive hierarchies and derive their effects from the mechanics of the
Agree operation and the variable featural make-up of probesand goals. Specifically,
agreement restrictions arise in the context of what we mightcall “probe sharing”, that
is, where a single probe relates to and values multiple goals. The first (higher, closer)
goal encountered by the probe is invariably fully specified for person features (see,
e.g., Adger and Harbour (2007), Harbour (2007) for independent semantic arguments
that nominals occupying specifier positions, namely indirect objects and external argu-
ments, must be capable of mental experience, affectedness,volitionality and the like,
which they equate with presence of a person/participant feature, implying animacy, as
discussed in section 3 above). Consequently, the person (and number) features of the
probe are consumed by this first goal (in line with (31)), leaving only a sharply reduced
set of probe features with which to value the second argument. (We assume that probe
features, once valued, are no longer active and so cannot enter into further Agree op-
erations – cf. Chomsky (2001) and the discussion of the Activity Condition in section
3 above; there is thus no “true” multiple Agree.) It follows that the second argument
must be less featurally specified than the first, if its [CASE:�] is to be valuable by the
remaining feature(s) of the reduced probe. Agreement restrictions on the second, lower
argument thus arise as a consequence of its having to make do with the leftover fea-
tures not valued by the first, higher goal. In sum, the (set of)probe features available
for more remote arguments is diminished, resulting in PCC-effects (see Bonet (1991),
Boeckx (2000), Anagnostopoulou (2003), Haspelmath (2003), Řezá̌c (2004), Richards
(2008b)).

In the specific case of Southern Tiwa, we assume theΦ-set of a probe to com-
prise person, number and, crucially, also class features. Since only third-person ar-
guments bear [CLASS] (cf. section 1), the third-person restriction on absolutive argu-
ments (PCC) follows wherever [PERSON] and [NUMBER] are consumed (valued) by
the higher argument, leaving only [CLASS] to probe and value the lower, absolutive
argument.

4.1 Transitives

Transitives with DPerg and DP/NPabs involve a T probe with unvaluedΦ-agreement
(person, number) and class features, and a defective v probe, i.e. T[AGR:�,CLASS:�] +
v[–] (see the discussion of (32) above). Assuming that v[–] selects for a VP with only
one argument (since otherwise there would be insufficient probes to value all the case
features present), the probe(s) on T must value the case features of both the DPerg and
the DP/NPabs argument. Accordingly, agreement restrictions (PCC effects) will arise
on the second argument, DP/NPabs.6

Scenario 1:
Assume first that DPerg is 1st/2nd-person and NPabs is 3rd-person. The T probe first
encounters the closer DPerg, which values T’s person and number features and, in turn,

6Compare Baker (2008, 100-101), who independently suggestsa similar analysis for PCC-effects in
Southern Tiwa, although he confines it to passives and unaccusatives; cf. also Baker (2008, 101, fn. 28)).
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has its own case feature valued ergative by T (see➀ in (38)). Since 1st/2nd-person DPs
are without class features, the class probe is left unvaluedon T and is therefore able
to probe further, for NPabs. Insofar as the absolutive argument is an NP and not a DP,
its class feature is accessible (by PIC, (37)) and so both theNPabs’s case feature and
the class probe on T (see➁ in (38)) are valued in this second step of Agree. With all
previously unvalued features thus valued, the derivation converges.

(38) T′

T vP
[PERS:x]
[NUM :y] DPerg v′

[CLASS:z] [PERS:x]
[NUM :y] v[−] VP

➀ V NPabs

➁ [CLASS:z]

Scenario 2:
Assume next that both DPerg and DPabs are 1st/2nd-person. Since neither of these ar-
guments bears [CLASS], both require probing by [PERSON] and/or [NUMBER] if they
are to have their case features valued. This means that, in this particular case, T cannot
expend both its person and number features on the closer, ergative argument; rather,
it must withhold one of these for the more distant, absolutive argument. Clearly, this
poses a lookahead problem, since the probe cannot know the 1st/2nd-person value of
the second, lower argument prior to its agreeing with it, by which time it is too late to
withhold a probe from agreeing with the first, higher argument. One possibility would
be to allow violations of (31), so that a probe is notforced to maximize agreement
with the first goal that it finds. However, this would be an undesirable move on both
empirical and conceptual grounds. Empirically, it would predict the absence of strong
PCC effects with ditransitives (modulo rule (41) below; seealso next section), since
datives and 1st/2nd-person absolutives could freely co-occur in the absence of (31) by
sharing v’s person and number probes. Conceptually, this solution introduces optional-
ity into the workings of the syntax itself (specifically, theAgree operation, which now
may or may not maximize valuation), weakening the local, feature-driven determinism
of the system. Instead, optionality in a minimalist system should be confined to the
numeration, i.e. to lexical choices.

In that spirit, we propose a local alternative in terms of variable defectiveness of the
goal rather than variable defectiveness ((31)-violability) of Agree. Let us simply as-
sume that D in Southern Tiwa comes in two varieties: either defective, with only a per-
son feature, or else complete, with person and number features (cf. Anagnostopoulou
(2003; 2006) on the defective nature of dative DPs, which sheclaims to check only
[PERSON]; see also Richards (2008a) on the person-only agreement of quirky dative
subjects in Icelandic). We thus have a lexical choice between defective D[PERS] and
complete D[PERS,NUM ] . For the most part, choice of the defective variant of DPerg will
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simply result in nonconvergence due to an unvalued number probe on T; in such cases,
the complete (nondefective) variant must be chosen. However, wherever the lower ar-
gument is a DP and thus has accessible number features (i.e. when it is 1st/2nd-person
or non-incorporating/HiSpec), choice of the defective variant of DPerg has the potential
to converge. The present example, scenario 2, is such a case.

Thus, suppose first that DPerg is complete. Then both [PERSON] and [NUMBER] on
T are valued by DPerg, leaving no probe by which DPabs could value its case feature.
This leads to a crash of the derivation. On the other hand, if DPerg is defective, then it
consumes only [PERSON] on T (see➀ in (39)), leaving [NUMBER] for DPabs (see➁).
(Note that the derivation would crash if DPabs were also of the defective, number-less
kind, since T’s person feature is already consumed by DPerg and therefore [CASE] on
DPabsand [NUM ] on T would go unvalued.)

(39) T′

➀ T vP
[PERS:x]
[NUM :y] DPerg v′

[CLASS:�] [PERS:x]
v[−] VP

➂ V DPabs

[PERS:w]
➁ [NUM :y]

Before we address the fate of the class feature on T, note thatthis defective-DP ap-
proach to the co-occurrence of local-person (1st/2nd-person) subjects and objects pre-
dicts that it is exclusively the DPabs argument that controls number-agreement in this
scenario. Interestingly, the syncretisms in (40) illustrate that this prediction is borne
out – there is no variation for number with the ergative argument – and thus support the
claim that D may optionally be number-defective in SouthernTiwa.7 (Note that the ap-
parent covariation of person-agreement with the absolutive argument in this paradigm
can be readily attributed to variation in the ergative argument’s person value, and so
does not speak against this claim.)8

7A reviewer rightly notes that this conclusion is only valid under the caveat that the prefixes are not
distinguished by tone, which is responsible for minimal pairs in some of the other Kiowa-Tanoan languages.
Allen et al. (1990, 382, fn. 31) cite one case where tone on theprefix is relevant (noting that a complete
analysis is lacking). They do not list any tone in the paradigms relevant here, though. Moreover, Leap
(1970a), who explicitly treats tone in Southern Tiwa, does not indicate any tone at all in the prefix system.
Furthermore, as pointed out to us by Daniel Harbour (p.c.), the related language Jemez (Towa) shows uniform
low tone in its prefix system, suggesting that we might be justified in abstracting away from tone in Southern
Tiwa here too.

8Affixes for contexts in which both arguments are marked for the same person belong to a special reflexive
paradigm, which we do not address here. See Rosen (1990) for discussion.
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(40) DPerg

1st 2nd
SG DU PL SG DU PL

DPabs

SG bey- bey- bey-
1st DU ku- ku- ku-

PL ku- ku- ku-
SG i- i- i-

2nd DU men- men- men-
PL ma- ma- ma-

These syncretisms are also noted by Noyer (1992, 312), who accounts for them by as-
suming a filter (dubbed 1-2 Number Deletion) that “deletes number from the subject
but not the object in a clause with two [+participant] arguments” in Southern Tiwa. Es-
sentially, our analysis recasts Noyer’s idea but relegatesfeature deletion to the lexicon
(or the numeration). A minor advantage of our version is, perhaps, the fact that we do
not specify the contexts in which deletion applies; derivations that involve a defective
DP in the wrong context simply crash.

At this point, T’s person and number features and the case features of both argu-
ments are all valued. However, the derivation as yet will fail to converge, since there
is still the unvalued class feature on T to take care of (see [CLASS:�] in (39)). To that
end, it seems reasonable to assume that a triple-agreement language such as Southern
Tiwa, i.e. a language with a separate class probe, will have at its disposal a last-resort
deletion rule for removing unvalued class probes in precisely the contexts where no cor-
responding class features on goals are to be found, i.e. in the context of local-person
arguments. We thus propose that a postsyntactic rule such as(41) is operative in South-
ern Tiwa at the PF interface, without which a class-probe language would be unable to
license canonical, prototypical, high-salience subjects(i.e. 1st/2nd-person ergatives),
in ditransitives and intransitives at least.

(41) Feature deletion:
Unvalued [CLASS:�] on T can be deleted in the context of local person.

It is rule (41) which is responsible for the weak PCC effect characterizing Southern
Tiwa T-agreement in transitives (see scenario 4 below), rescuing as it does those
configurations in which no class features are present on either subject or object (both
arguments are local person). As we will see, rule (41) will equally account for the
restriction against third-person ergative arguments in ditransitives (see section 4.2.2)
as well as for the corresponding restriction of non-incorporation to local-person
environments (see section 5).

Scenario 3:
Let us consider the scenario in which both DPerg and NPabsare third-person. Here, the
derivation proceeds almost exactly as in scenario 1, exceptthat this time the DPerg is
third-person and so bears a class feature. However, given our assumption that [CLASS]
is a property of N, this feature is not accessible, being embedded under the DP-shell
of the ergative (cf. section 3). This means that the pattern of feature valuation should
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be identical to scenario 1, with the ergative valuing only [PERSON] and [NUMBER]
(its class feature being PIC-inaccessible), leaving T’s class probe for NPabs. At first
sight, the morphological evidence speaks against this, since DPerg does indeed seem to
control for class (see, e.g.,u- vs. in- vs. iw- with a class-C NPabs in (42)).

(42) DPerg

1st 2nd 3rd
SG DU PL SG DU PL Asg Adu Bpl

NPabs

A ti- in- i- a- men- ma- Ø- in- i-
3rd B bi- imim- ibi- i- mimim- bibi- i- imim- ibi-

C te- kin- kiw- ku- men- mow- u- in- iw-

It would seem that all of T’s probes ([PERSON], [ NUMBER] and [CLASS]) are ex-
hausted by the third-person DPerg, which should fatally leave no probe to value NPabs.

To draw such a conclusion on the basis of (42) would be premature, however. Re-
call from section 1 that animate NPs always follow Pattern 1 of the inflectional classes
in (4). That is, in the singular they uniformly belong to class A, whereas in the plu-
ral they uniformly belong to class B. Number thus entirely determines “class” in the
case of animates. The alleged class-A/B-agreement of DPerg in (42) can therefore be
readily reinterpreted as number-agreement. Since the ergative argument is obligatorily
animate (and a DP, on our assumptions) and since [NUMBER] is located on D (cf. (36)),
[NUMBER] on the ergative goal is always PIC-accessible to T (unlike [CLASS] on N),
lending further support to our claim that what is usually taken to be class-agreement
with ergative (and dative) DPs is really just number-agreement. Note also that there
is a distinction between singular, dual and plural for DPerg in (42), in contrast to the
absolutive argument. This further indicates that what is under consideration for DPerg

really is number-agreement, not class-agreement.9 We henceforth replace Asg, Adu, Bpl

by SG, DU, PL, respectively, in order to indicate genuine number agreement.

The class probe on T therefore remains unvalued by the ergative, freeing it up
for further probing and allowing NPabs’s case feature to be valued. (Note that the
number-less, defective variant of DPerg would lead to a nonconvergent derivation in
which T’s [NUMBER] goes unvalued in this scenario, thus number must always be
present on D in this context, on independent grounds).

Scenario 4:
The final transitive scenario to consider is the one which is excluded as a weak PCC
effect: a 3rd-person DPerg with a 1st/2nd-person DPabs. As in scenario 2, T’s [PERSON]
and/or [NUMBER] must value both DPerg and DPabs, since neither of these goals bears
(accessible) [CLASS]. DPerg must therefore, as in scenario 2, be defective in order for
the derivation to be viable, consuming just the person feature of T (see➀ in (43)) and
thereby leaving [NUMBER] for the absolutive argument (see➁).

9The distinction between Asg, Adu, and Bpl in (42) cannot be reinterpreted as the usual trichotomy of
class A, B, and C because ergative arguments, necessarily being DP and thus animate (see (35)), can never
trigger class C agreement (see (4)).
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(43) * T′

➀ T vP
[PERS:x]
[NUM :y] DPerg v′

[CLASS:�] [PERS:x]
v[−] VP

➂ V DPabs

[PERS:w]
➁ [NUM :y]

However, as in scenario 2, there again remains an unvalued class feature on T (see➂).
As the context is not one of local (1st/2nd) ergative-agreement on T, the rule in (41)
cannot apply in this case. The unvalued class feature thus remains undeleted and the
derivation crashes at the interface, yielding the weak PCC restriction (8) on transitives.

To summarize, we have illustrated how the probe-goal mechanism (enriched by
certain particular assumptions) leads to a pattern where exactly three out of four deriva-
tions of transtitive structures that involve different combinations of local and non-local
person values converge. Only the combination that involvesan ergative with a non-
local person value and an absolutive with a local person value crashes, due to an un-
valued [CLASS:�] on T, thus instantiating a weak PCC-effect. The other combinations
lead to converging derivations, in agreement with the facts. One of these involved
Φ-complete, canonical agreement, another a defective internal argument (a claim sup-
ported by the morphology), yet another the last resort application of class-feature dele-
tion (which will also prove important elsewhere in our analysis).

4.2 Ditransitives

Whereas “upstairs” agreement (T-Agree) is characterized by a weak PCC effect (bar-
ring local objects only in the context of nonlocal subjects), the “downstairs” agreement
domain (v-Agree) is characterized by a strong PCC effect, barring local direct objects
with any (person of) indirect object. This difference between strong and weak PCC,
we propose, reduces simply to the unavailability of a rule like (41) for v.

In the case of ditransitives, there are two probes present with unvalued agreement
features: T and v both bear [AGR:�] and [CLASS:�]. Assuming that v with [AGR:�]
selects for a VP with two arguments (cf. the clausal structure in (33)), it is the v
probe that will enter into Agree with multiple goals, valuing the case of both DPdat and
DP/NPabs. DPdat is closer to v than DP/NPabs, and so agreement restrictions will once
again arise on the absolutive argument as the more distant ofv’s two goals (the closer
argument, DPdat, being obligatorily animate and obligatorily specified for[PERSON],
i.e. a DP in our terms). T, on the other hand, has just a single goal to take care of in
ditransitives, namely the DPerg. We first consider the Agree operations initiated by the
v probe, and the associated strong PCC restriction, in section 4.2.1, before turning to
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the T probe and the ban on third-person ergatives (section 4.2.2).

4.2.1 Probing from v

Scenario 1:
Suppose first that DPdat is 1st/2nd-person and NPabs is 3rd-person. As with the T–DPerg

relation in transitive scenario 1, DPdat consumes both [PERSON] und [NUMBER] on v.
This leaves [CLASS] for NPabs, which possesses an (accessible) class feature, enabling
valuation of [CASE] on NP and [CLASS] on v. (If a defective DPdat were selected here,
[NUMBER] on v would remain unvalued and thus crash the derivation.)

Scenario 2:
If DPdat and NPabs are both 3rd-person, then the derivation proceeds exactly as
in scenario 1. As in the transitive scenario 3, apparent class-A/B-agreement with
DPdat (whose embedded class feature on N should be PIC-inaccessible to v) can be
reconceived as number-agreement.

Scenario 3:
We finally consider the illicit cases, i.e. those in which DPabs is 1st/2nd-person, ruled
out as a strong PCC effect. This ban on local-person direct objects emerges as a “Class
Filter” effect: no matter what the person value for DPdat, [CLASS] is left unvalued on
v, since neither the DPdat nor a 1st/2nd-person DPabs is able to match and value it.
The derivation involving a nondefective (Φ-complete) DPdat is shown in (44); here,
case on DPabs also goes unvalued, since no probe is available to match it ([PERSON]
and [NUMBER] being both consumed by DPdat). If a defective (number-less) DPdat is
selected instead, it consumes just [PERSON] on v, leaving [NUMBER] for DPabs; all
case features are then valued, but [CLASS] on v still remains unsatisfied. Crucially, the
deletion rule in (41) cannot apply here, since it applies only to local-person agreement
with T. On the assumption that no last-resort deletion rule on a par with (41) is available
for dealing with v’s class feature, the strong PCC restriction (10) on dative intransitives,
and equivalently the second half of restriction (12)) on ditransitives, is derived.

(44) * v′

➀ v VP
[PERS:x]
[NUM :y] DPdat V′

[CLASS:�] [PERS:x]
[NUM :y] V DPabs

[PERS:w]
➂ [NUM :u]

[CASE:�]
➁

To summarize, of the four possible combinations of local andnon-local person values
that can show up on the absolutive and the dative argument within the vP of a ditran-
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sitive construction only two combinations lead to a converging derivation. The reason
why the person restriction on the absolutive is more severe in ditransitives than in tran-
sitives can ultimately be traced back to the general unavailability of the class-feature
deletion rule within the vP-domain (as opposed to the TP-domain). As a consequence,
there are two scenarios in the ditransitive paradigm (as opposed to only one such sce-
nario in the transitive paradigm) where an unvalued class feature leads to the crash of
the derivation, deriving the strong PCC-effect observablein ditransitives.

The derivation of the person restriction on the ergative in ditransitives is addressed
in the following subsection.

4.2.2 Probing from T

Turning now to the role of T-agreement in ditransitives, a nondefective 1st/2nd-person
DPerg will consume T’s [PERSON] and [NUMBER] (a defective, number-less DPerg will
leave T’s [NUMBER] fatally unvalued, since the lower arguments, DPdat and NPabs, are
already rendered inactive through v-Agree). [CLASS] on T thus remains, with no active
arguments left to value it. However, this is nonfatal, as thecontext for the last-resort
deletion rule (41) is met ((41) is available for T in the context of 1st/2nd-person), which
takes care of T’s remaining class probe. On the other hand, a 3rd-person DPerg (whose
class feature is embedded under a DP-shell) is similarly unable to value T’s [CLASS];
however, in this case T’s retention of an unvalued class feature is fatal, since last-
resort deletion by (41) requires a local-person context (valued 1st/2nd-person on T).
As a consequence, T’s [CLASS] remains unvalued, crashing the derivation as a Class
Filter effect. The first half of restriction (12) on ditransitives, which bars third-person
ergatives with (any person of) datives, is thus derived.

4.3 Simple intransitives

The final clause type to consider is that which contains a single argument. Proceeding
from the assumption that intransitives involve only a T probe (i.e. v in intransitives is
defective and thus unable to value internal case – cf. Burzio’s Generalization), we face
the immediate problem of how a solo third-person argument isable to fully value T’s
agreement and class features (see, e.g., example (15)). If that third-person argument
is a DP, then T’s [CLASS] should go fatally unvalued, since rule (41) applies (by as-
sumption) only in local-person contexts. On the other hand,if the solo third-person
argument is a bare NP, then the opposite problem arises: now the goal can value only
the complement set of features, namely [CLASS], leaving T’s person and number fea-
tures unvalued.

Our suggestion is that the defectivization of probes in intransitive clauses in
Southern Tiwa extends beyond v to a subset of T’s probe features. That is, in a
language like English in which transitive clauses involve separate probes on distinct
heads (T and v) for valuation of subject and object respectively, intransitives involve
defectivization of one of these heads (namely v) in order to implement the “one
argument - one probe” characteristic that underlies Burzio’s Generalization. In
languages like Southern Tiwa, however, in which transitiveclauses involve valuation
of subject and object by the probes of asinglehead (namely [AGR] and [CLASS] on
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T), the “one argument - one probe” profile of intransitives must be achieved through
further defectivization of one of those features of T. Thus,intransitive T may comprise
either active agreement (person/number) features or an active class feature, but not
both, and is thus “defectivized”. We suggest that in each case, the other (inactive)
feature simply bears a pre-specified default value: simple intransitives therefore
involve T either with [AGR:�] and [CLASS:A] or with [AGR:3,SG] and [CLASS:�],
the two logical possibilities for defectivizing the T head.As we shall see, both these
possibilities receive independent morphological support, suggesting that our approach
to the defectivization of intransitive T is on the right track.

Scenario 1:
Let us first consider the scenario in which the only argument is (complete, nondefec-
tive) DPerg, valuing [PERSON] and [NUMBER] on T. In this case, convergence requires
that the T[AGR:�,CLASS:A] variant of the defectivized T head is selected (if T bears
[PERSON:3], [NUMBER:SG] and [CLASS:�], then [CLASS] on T and [CASE] on DPerg

go unvalued due to the unavailability of an accessible classfeature on the goal). T’s
[CLASS] thus bears the default value A in this scenario. An inspection of the intran-
sitive paradigm (45) bears this out: the prefixes that express a single-argument DP are
almost completely identical to those that constitute that part of the transitive paradigm
(46) where NPabsbelongs to class A (see Rosen (1990, 673, fn. 4)).10

(45) DPerg
11

1st 2nd 3rd
SG DU PL SG DU PL SG DU PL

te- in- i- a- men- ma-Ø- in- i-

(46) DPerg

1st 2nd 3rd
SG DU PL SG DU PL SG DU PL

NPabs ti- in- i- a- men- ma-Ø- in- i-

An important difference thus emerges betweendeletionof unvalued class features
by rule (41) in transitives anddefaulting(or lexical pre-specification) of [CLASS] to
the A-value in intransitives. Only in the latter case does [CLASS] have a value, and
so only there do we expect a morphological reflex of [CLASS] to be detected in the
paradigm. The (41)-deleted class feature of transitives, by contrast, should fail to
affect the morphology. This is indeed what we find. Thus, in a transitive scenario 2
derivation of the kindI saw youpl, the 1st-person singular subject values T’s [PERSON]
to 1, the 2nd-person plural object values T’s [NUMBER] to PL, and rule (41) deletes

10Only the 1st-person singular prefixes introduce a slight disparity between the two paradigms (te-vs. ti-),
a minor deviation, albeit one for which we presently have no account.

11One may wonder why the only argument in an intransitive clause is called ergative in (45), and not
absolutive (or nominative, for that matter). We have followed Rosen (1990) on this point. To this end,
we have assumed that ergative is the case assigned to an argument when it values person on T (see (34)).
However, nothing hinges on this assumption and our analysisis equally compatible with the idea that the
only argument in an intransitive clause is valued nominative (cf. also Rosen (1990, 673, fn. 4)).
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T’s unvalued class feature. The features to be realized by the morphology are therefore
[PERSON:1] and [NUMBER:PL], with no expression of [CLASS]. This feature bundle
is realized by the prefixma- (see appendix B for the full transitive paradigm). On
the other hand, in an intransitive derivation of the kindWe arrived, the 1st-person
plural argument values T’s [PERSON] to 1 and T’s [NUMBER] to PL, with [CLASS]
(pre-)specified as default A. The features to be realized by the morphology are thus
[PERSON:1], [NUMBER:PL], and [CLASS:A ]. This feature bundle is realized by the
prefix i- (cf. (45)). Thus the different strategies for dealing with syntactically unvalued
[CLASS] in transitive versus intransitive clauses result in different morphemes,ma-
versusi-, corresponding purely to the difference between deleted (non-)class and
default A-class. Without this difference, we would expect these two derivations to
yield identical morphological forms, since both result in valuation of T’s agreement
features to 1st-person plural.

Scenario 2:
In the second scenario, the single argument is NPabs, thus able to value only [CLASS]
on T. The corresponding convergent choice of T bears [AGR:3,SG] and [CLASS:�]: its
[PERSON] and [NUMBER] being already default-valued, only [CLASS] is unvalued and
active as a probe, for which NPabs’s accessible [CLASS] provides the appropriate goal.
(If T with [ AGR:�] and [CLASS:A] is chosen, then both [PERSON] and [NUMBER] on T
and [CASE] on NPabsremain unvalued.) Again, there is ample morphological evidence
in support of this alternative defectivization of the T probe. The prefixes we find with
a solo third-person argument in the intransitive row in (45), the relevant part of which
is repeated and augmented for NPabs in (47) 12, areØ-, i-, u-, and these are identical
to those found in the transitive paradigm with a third-person singular ergative: see the
first column in (48).

(47) NPabs

Asg Bpl C
Ø- i- u-

(48) DPerg

3rd
SG DU PL

NPabs

A Ø- in- i-
3rd B i- imim- ibi-

C u- in- iw-

Since third-person singular is exactly what one would expect to find as a default spec-
ification for [PERSON] and [NUMBER], and since the intransitives with a third-person
argument show precisely these same forms, our postulation of a defectivized intransi-

12Recall that class C is a possibility only with inanimate nominals (NPs) (see (4)), hence the absence
of class C from the paradigm in (45). Furthermore, the category dual is absent from (47) since the single
argument here is an NP (not DP) and therefore bears only a class feature (not number).
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tive T bearing [PERSON:3], [NUMBER:SG] and [CLASS:�] is empirically corroborated.

A problem in this argument, as noted by a reviewer, is that something must limit the
use of the defective variants of T to intransitive contexts.If a defective T with a default
valued [CLASS] is used in a ditransitive, then we lose our explanation in section 4.2.2
for why a third-person ergative cannot co-occur with a dative: person and number will
be valued by the ergative, class is default, and the derivation converges.

For want of a proper explanation, we assume a selectional restriction such that
defective T may only select a defective v (adhering to the core functional sequence
C-T-v, cf. Chomsky (2000), and confining ourselves to directselectional relations be-
tween these heads), thus barring the combination of a defective T with a nondefective
vP (i.e. a ditransitive vP; cf. (32)). This makes some sense from the perspective of
passivization: a defective (intransitive, passive) T mustcombine with a v lacking an
external argument; such v heads are always defective in our system (as nondefective v
heads, being ditransitive, host three arguments).

To conclude, the general probe-goal theory in combination with the distribution of
class and agreement features within the nominal domain in Southern Tiwa suggests
that intransitive constructions involve a defective v. To this end, we proposed that
intransitives come in two variants: one where T’s agreementfeatures are valued by
default, another where its class feature receives a defaultvalue. This ensures that one
argument is sufficient to value the remaining probes on T, independent of whether the
argument is a DP or an NP. We also argued that this assumption receives independent
support from the morphological paradigm in Southern Tiwa.

5 Analysis 2: Non-Incorporation restrictions

As described in section 2, theme arguments (direct objects)generally undergo obliga-
tory incorporation in Southern Tiwa. The exceptions alwaysinvolve nominals which,
as Rosen (1990, 685) describes them, are “likely to [be] definite, or at least specific,
referring expressions”. Such nominals, along with human and animate nouns, belong
to the category that Rosen dubs “HiSpec” (for “highly specific”), which can be equated
with high prominence on a Silversteinian referential hierarchy. Let us pursue the sug-
gestion put forward in section 3 that we can associate the HiSpec property with the
presence of a D-head and thus DP-shell above the relevant NP.If [ PERSON] is a prop-
erty of D rather than N (there being no first- or second-personbare nouns, cf. Postal
(1970), Richards (2008a)), then this amounts to the suggestion that it is the specifica-
tion of a person feature that translates to the interpretiveproperties of animacy, definite-
ness, etc., i.e. to the interpretive complex that Rosen refers to as HiSpec (see Adger and
Harbour (2007), Richards (2008a) on the relation between person (or participant) fea-
tures in the syntax and animacy and definiteness in the semantic component). In short,
DPs are person-specified nominals and therefore bear the person-associated semantic
properties of animacy and/or specificity; as such, DPs are the categorial equivalent of
Rosen’s HiSpec class of nominals.

The patterns of obligatory (non)incorporation in SouthernTiwa can then be simply
restated as follows: DPs cannot incorporate, whereas bare NPs must (see Baker (1996)
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on incorporation as a property of bare, unmodified, lexical nouns only).13 For our
present purposes, the technical reasons underlying this difference between the oblig-
atory incorporation of NPs versus the obligatory non-incorporation of DPs need not
concern us further. Plausibly the PIC (37) is again implicated in blocking the move-
ment of N to V across the phase head D. Alternatively, one might adopt and adapt
some of the central insights of Roberts’s (2006) recent treatment of head movement
within the probe-goal framework: namely, Agree is indistinguishable from Move just
in case the values ofall the formal features of the goal are copied onto the probe, which
in effect creates a new insertion site at the probe, allowingthe goal to be spelled out
at the position of the probe, yielding the effect of head movement. Roberts employs
similar reasoning as the basis of a compelling treatment of clitic movement. Given
our claim that bare NPs in Southern Tiwa bear just a single formal feature, namely
[CLASS], incorporation of the Southern Tiwa kind would seem to instantiate the same
basic pattern: Agree with NPabs copies the values ofall of the goal’s formal features
(i.e., [CLASS]) onto the probe, and thus the noun is spelled out as if it had moved to
the probe. Head movement (incorporation), thus construed,would have both a syn-
tactic (Agree) and morphophonological (realizational) component, striking a balance
between the two sides of the “syntax versus PF” debate in the recent literature (both
approaches to head movement are then correct, at least in part).14

Assuming, then, that DPs cannot whereas NPs must incorporate in Southern Tiwa,
the conditions on non-incorporation reviewed in section 2.2 become conditions on
when a direct object may or may not appear as a DP (as opposed toas an NP). Re-
call the contexts in which obviation of incorporation obtains: In intransitives, animates
resist incorporation (cf. (14)-(16)); in transitives, non-incorporation is possible only
with specific and/or animate nominals (i.e., HiSpec nominals, and thus DPs on our
assumptions), and then only when two further conditions aremet, as in (24) above,
repeated here.

(49) Fifth condition on incorporation (Rosen (1990, 683, 688)):
An NPabsthat is not the sole argument can optionally obviate (otherwise oblig-
atory) incorporation (see (21)) if it is interpreted as specific and if a. and b.
hold.

a. DPerg is 1st/2nd.
b. There is no DPdat co-argument.

As noted in section 2.2, the resemblance between the conditions on non-incorporation
in (49-a) and (49-b) and the agreement restrictions in (8) and (10), respectively, is
striking. The contexts where incorporation may be obviatedare identical to those in
which a 1st/2nd-person absolutive may appear in transitiveand ditransitive clauses: (a)

13The ban on incorporating ergatives (17) and datives (19) nowfollows automatically if these arguments
are always DPs, i.e. person-specified and animate. See also footnote 15 below. Similarly, the restriction in
(14) falls out if, for whatever reason, sole animate arguments in intransitives must necessarily be DPs, i.e.
person-specified. Obligatoriness of (non)incorporation thus correlates with the optional presence vs. absence
of D.

14Note that this approach presupposes a theory that allows forlate insertion of roots (see, for instance,
Marantz (1995; 1997)). Late insertion can spell out the valued class feature as any nominal whose lexical
semantics is compatible with the class feature (cf. appendix A).
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DPerg must not be 3rd-person; and (b) no DPdat may be present. Datives and third-
person ergatives thus block non-incorporating (i.e. DP) absolutives in the same way
that they block 1st- and 2nd-person absolutive DPs (yielding weak and strong PCC
effects).

This identity of behaviour between HiSpec and local-persondirect objects is surely
no coincidence, but rather indicates an underlying unity, such that non-incorporating
(HiSpec) absolutives share a formal property with 1st/2nd-person absolutives. Rosen
(1990) captures this shared behaviour by ranking HiSpec in the same position as
1st/2nd-person on her alignment hierarchy (see (6)). Whilst this identity of ranking
affords an effective and neat unification within her system,it is still an arbitrary stip-
ulation. Building on her central insight, our approach allows us to take the unification
a step further – the identitical behaviour of 1st/2nd-person and HiSpec absolutives fol-
lows automatically for us, reducing to the presence of a single shared property, namely
the D head. Both local-person nominals and Hi-Spec absolutives are DPs – as argued
above, it is D that contributes [PERSON] (and is thus obligatorily present on 1st/2nd-
specified nominals), and it is [PERSON], in turn, that contributes semantic animacy,
specificity and so on. It follows that all 1st/2nd-person nominals are, in effect, HiSpec:
all are DPs, hence the unity of behaviour.

Agreement restrictions due to D thus automatically become constraints on incor-
poration too, since these now all involve the same set of nominals, namely those with
a person-specification: DPs. What blocks agreement with local-person direct objects
in the presence of datives and third-person ergatives will also block non-incorporation
in these contexts. We thus attain the simplest possible unification of the categories of
1st/2nd-person and HiSpec, reducing the conditions on non-incorporation to the con-
ditions on agreement (weak and strong PCC) as analysed in theprevious section.

To show how this works in practice, we now run through the derivation of the re-
strictions on non-incorporation in transitive (5.1) and intransitive (5.2) clauses, in each
case considering first the case where an NP (i.e. non-HiSpec)absolutive is chosen and
then the case where the absolutive is a DP (i.e. the category of nominal that resists
incorporation). Since the category of nominal that obligatorily incorporates (i.e. NP)
bears only a class feature, we arrive at a system in which valuation of a class probe
on T/v always goes hand-in-hand with incorporation of the matching goal. DP direct
objects, and thus non-incorporation, are then only tolerated where Class-Agree is al-
lowed to fail, and this, as we have seen in our derivation of the agreement restrictions
in section 4, is independently determined by the deletion rule in (41).

5.1 Transitives

Assume first that the absolutive is not HiSpec, i.e. that it isNPabs. As familiar from
section 4.1, (complete) DPerg consumes [PERSON] and [NUMBER] on T, leaving NPabs

to consume [CLASS]. All features are then valued, ensuring convergence, and incorpo-
ration occurs due to the categorial status of the direct object (NP): in terms of Roberts
(2006), the values of all of NPabs’s formal features (namely [CLASS]) are copied onto
T, which results in spelling-out of NPabs in the position of the probe. This yields (21)
(the obligatory incorporation of non-HiSpec absolutives,NPabs).

If the absolutive is HiSpec, i.e. if it is DPabs (and thus interpreted as spe-
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cific/animate), its class feature is not accessible to T, by (37). The class probe on T
thus goes unvalued, and this failure of Class-Agree is accompanied by failure of incor-
poration: DPs cannot incorporate (in terms of Roberts (2006), complete copying of the
DP’s formal feature values to the probe does not take place).Consequently, [CLASS]
on T must be taken care of by the last-resort deletion mechanism (41). Since this is only
possible if DPerg is 1st/2nd-person, non-incorporation is only legitimate with 1st/2nd-
person ergatives. Thus the derivation of the restriction onnon-incorporation in (49-a)
reduces to that of the weak PCC restriction in (8): both are due to (41); cf. section 4.1.

5.2 Ditransitives

Turning now to ditransitives, the same logic applies as in the transitive scenarios, except
that the relevant class probe is now that of v, not T. If the absolutive is not HiSpec (i.e.
if it is NPabs), then the derivation involves Class-Agree and incorporation, just as in the
first scenario of the transitive case above (section 5.1).

If, on the other hand, the absolutive is a DP (i.e. HiSpec), the class probe is left
unvalued on v and incorporation is concomitantly impossible. However, in this case
the context for last-resort deletion of [CLASS] by (41) is not met: the offending class
feature is on v, not T. The derivation thus crashes, yielding(49-b): the ban on non-
incorporation in the presence of a dative DP reduces to the strong PCC restriction in
(10) and thus, once again, to (41); cf. section 4.2.15

6 Conclusion

We have attempted to show that the seemingly complex restrictions on agreement and
incorporation in the typologically rare triple-agreementsystem of Southern Tiwa are to
a large extent derivable from independently motivated, universal conditions on probe-
goal Agree (thus dispensing with hierarchies as a primitiveof the theory) plus some
special, but nonarbitrary, assumptions about the featuralmake-up of the heads T, v and
D (which all exist in defective and nondefective forms) and of DP versus NP argu-
ments. The three overlapping conditions on agreement identified in section 1, such that
combinations of any two out of three categories of DP-argument (datives; 3rd-person
ergatives; 1st/2nd-person and/or “HiSpec” absolutives) are banned, have been shown
to reduce to a single feature-deletion rule, (41), that we have argued to be a necessary
property of a triple-agreement language with an independent class probe. The differ-
ences between the weak PCC effect characterizing transitives and the strong PCC effect
characterizing ditransitives in Southern Tiwa are then a function of the applicability of

15Note that, in terms of Roberts (2006), the ban on incorporation of datives and ergatives (cf. (17), (19)),
which are always HiSpec/DPs, would follow in the same way as the ban on incorporation of HiSpec/DP
absolutives (direct objects): at least where third-personDPs are concerned, it will never be the case that
the values ofall the formal features of a HiSpec ergative or dative nominal, i.e. [PERSON] and [NUMBER]
and [CLASS], are copied onto the probe by Agree. Thus DPerg and DPdat, like DPabs, never “move” to the
probe and so incorporation is never possible (cf. also Baker(1988; 1996)). The situation is less clear for
local-person DPs, where arguably person and number are the only features present (since local nominals lack
[CLASS]). The technical possibility thus arises, at least in principle, of treating 1st/2nd-person agreement
morphemes as incorporated pronominal (DP) arguments. We leave this for future research.
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that rule: last-resort deletion of unvalued [CLASS] is available “upstairs”, in the T do-
main, but not “downstairs”, in the v domain, thus yielding the stronger PCC restriction
in the lower domain. Person-Case-Constraint and non-incorporation restrictions thus
arise in a specific context in Southern Tiwa, namely that of (failed) Class-agreement,
and are thereby unified into a single set of constraints on thelicensing of DPs (i.e.
that category of nominal which cannot value [CLASS] in the syntax). In this way, we
have motivated an interesting difference between SouthernTiwa and its Kiowa-Tanoan
relative, Kiowa: as analysed by Adger and Harbour (2007), the postulation of a class
probe is unnecessary for deriving the (strong) PCC effects found in Kiowa ditransitives.
As we will suggest in appendix A, it is possible, and indeed necessary, to maintain a
distinct class probe even under a Harbourian reworking of our analysis in which Leap-
style atomic class features (A, B, C) are replaced by decomposed number features. It
is precisely this class probe which sets Southern Tiwa apartfrom its closest relatives.

7 Appendix A: Noun classes from a Kiowa-Tanoan perspective

Two reviewers note that noun classes in Southern Tiwa and other Kiowa-Tanoan lan-
guages have been successfully analyzed as (decomposed) number features (see Noyer
(1992) on Southern Tiwa, Towa (Jemez), Tewa, Kiowa, and, in particular, Harbour
(2007) on Kiowa). Against this background, the A-B-C class notation from Allen et
al. (1990) and Rosen (1990), ultimately based on Leap (1970a), seems to be a step
backwards. In this section, we address the issue of class features in Southern Tiwa
from a Noyer-Harbour perspective and examine the compatibility of our analysis with
a number-only approach to class.

Other Kiowa-Tanoan languages have a noun-class system verysimilar to the one
in Southern Tiwa. Take Kiowa as a case in point. Nouns in this language vary with
respect to what is called “inherent” number (see Watkins (1984), Harbour (2007), and
references therein): some nouns are inherently singular, some are inherently plural,
others inherently dual/plural, yet others lack inherent number altogether, etc. If a noun
refers to a cardinality that is the complement of its inherent number, it is marked by the
inverse suffix-gÓ (or some allomorph thereof). Moreover, inverse marked nouns also
trigger a particular kind of agreement on the verb. For instance, tógúl “young man”
is inherently singular and dual (see (50-a,b)), triggeringsingular and dual agreement.
If refering to a plurality (as in (50-c)), it is marked inverse by -dÓ and triggers inverse
agreemente- on the verb.

(50) a. Tógúl
young.man

Ø-dÓÓ

3SG-be
“It is a young man”

b. Tógúl
young.man

ę-dÓÓ

3DU-be
“It is two young men”

c. Tógúú-d´O

young.man-INV

e-dÓÓ

3INV -be
“They are young men”
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A noun that is inherently dual (such ask!Ôn “two tomatoes”) triggers dual agreement
if unmarked. If it refers to an object with singular or pluralcardinality, it bears the
inverse suffix-dO and triggers inverse agreemente-on the verb.

Traditionally, nouns are said to fall into different classes, depending on what their
inherent number is. It is important to clarify here that thisnotion of noun class is not
to be confused with what we (following Allen et al. (1990)) have called (inflectional)
class in Southern Tiwa. Thus, one and the same noun usually falls into different inflec-
tional classes (labelled A, B, and C in the preceding sections) as signalled by different
agreement prefixes on the verb, depending on its referentialcardinality. The totality of
inflectional classes that a noun belongs to characterizes its noun class. Thus, the tradi-
tional notion of noun class is equivalent to what we have called agreement “patterns”
in section 1 (see (4)). In what follows, we explicitly distinguish betweeni(nflectional)-
class andn(oun)-class to preclude misunderstandings.

A highly detailed analysis of the number system of Kiowa is presented by Harbour
(2007). This analysis not only reducesn-class membership to the presence of inde-
pendently motivated (decomposed) number features, thereby avoiding the stipulation
of opaquei-class features (of the A-B-C-kind); it also accounts for inverse marking on
the noun, inverse agreement on the verb, and it correlates the feature(s) that define the
n-classes with independent semantic properties of the nounsbelonging to these classes.

Given the success of Harbour’s analysis and the similarity between Kiowa and its
relative Southern Tiwa, a reviewer notes that “(a) a class notation that opacifies this
similarity is detrimental, and (b) that the starting point for an analysis of the system
should be one that has been shown to work for Kiowa”. The reviewer suspects that
the analysis of Southern Tiwa presented here is incompatible with the number-based
analysis of noun class, and criticizes the fact that it ignores the inverse marking on the
noun.

We agree that Harbour’s analysis is insightful and works well for Kiowa. Also,
we acknowledge that there are considerable similarities between Kiowa and Southern
Tiwa. In what follows we argue that a Harbourian analysis of Kiowa-Tanoan noun
classes can be made compatible with the present approach to agreement and incor-
poration restrictions in Southern Tiwa. Where the analysisdeparts from Harbour’s
particular assumptions, which are mostly motivated by the facts from Kiowa, we claim
that these departures can be motivated by independent differences between the two
languages.

7.1 A Noyer-Harbourian analysis of Southern Tiwa

To begin with, consider the analysis of Southern Tiwa proposed in Noyer (1992). It is
based on the paradigm of verbal prefixes in an intransitive context; see (51).

(51) Intransitive paradigm (Noyer (1992, 217))
I II III

singular Ø- Ø- i-
plural i- u- u-

inherent number [+sg] – [–sg]
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The roman numerals I, II, and III in (51) denote then-classes.16 The bottom line shows
what Noyer assumes to be the inherent number for eachn-class. As can be seen, the
agreement marker that appears in the plural ofn-class I also shows up in the singular
of n-class III. Noyer thus analyzesi- as an inverse agreement marker. Nouns inn-class
I are inherently singular and trigger inverse agreement if interpreted as plural. The
opposite pattern holds for nouns inn-class III. Nouns inn-class II do not bear any
inherent number and trigger theØ-prefix when singular andu- when plural.

As the reviewer suggests, Harbour’s (2007) analysis can be transfered to Southern
Tiwa as follows. In Harbour’s terminology, nouns that trigger singular agreement in
the singular and inverse agreement in the plural (i.e., nouns that belong ton-class I)
are “SI” nouns (singular-inverse). Accordingly,n-class II nouns are “SP” (singular-
plural) andn-class III nouns are “IP” (inverse-plural). Against this background, the
reviewer points out, Southern Tiwa looks like a simplified version of Kiowa, which ex-
hibits (among others)n-classes of the types SDI, SDP, and IDP (singular-dual-inverse,
etc.), the crucial difference being that Southern Tiwa has lost the dual for third person
nouns.17

On this view, number andn-class in Southern Tiwa are characterizable as in (52).18

(52) n-class number 3rd,obj otherwise
SI [+SG] singular [+SG] [+ SG,–AUG]
SP – dual – [–SG,–AUG]
IP [–SG] plural [–SG] [–SG,+AUG]

The characterization of number for arguments that are not 3rd-person objects follows
the tradition of decomposing number into [±SG] and [±AUG] (Noyer (1992), Har-
bour (2007), and references therein).19 Number features of 3rd-person objects are un-
derspecified with respect to [± AUG], which captures their lack of reference to dual
cardinalities in Southern Tiwa.

The relevant part of Harbour’s analysis then proceeds essentially as follows. D
bears probes for [SG:�] and [AUG:�] that are valued “simultaneously” byn-class
features on N (or perhaps on a Class head located between D andN) and number
features on Num (a head located between D and N/Class). Since[NUMBER] and n-
[CLASS] are (partially) composed of the same vocabulary, this valuation can lead to
contradictory specifications with respect to [±SG] on D. Inverse morphology on the
noun is the spell-out of such a feature clash. Agree then transfers the contradictory
feature values from D onto T, resulting in inverse agreementon the verb, too.

To briefly illustrate, take an ergative (i.e., non-object) plural-marked SI noun, such
asseuan“man”. [NUMBER] on Num decomposes into [–SG,+AUG]; n-[CLASS] on N
is [+SG]. The probes on D are thus valued [+AUG] and [±SG], the latter specification
being a contradiction (note that we use the symbol± here and below to indicate the

16Noyer calls them agreement classes.
17This claim is also made by Noyer (1992). For more on this issue, see section 7.3 below.
18The reviewer actually proposes a different characterization of n-class features in Southern Tiwa, with

SI nouns being [–AUG] and IP nouns being [+AUG]. This cannot capture the-in marking on nouns that are
interpreted as duals, however; see below. We therefore adhere to Noyer’s classification in terms of [+SG]
and [–SG] here.

19The combination [+SG,+AUG] is excluded on independent grounds.
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simultaneous presence of both + and – values). As a result, D is spelled out as the
nominal suffix-in, the inverse marker:seuan-in“men”. If [ NUMBER] is [+SG,–AUG]
(encoding singular), no contradiction arises since both Num and N value [SG:�] on
D as [+SG]. Consequently, D is spelled out as-ide, the singular suffix on the noun:
seuan-ide“a man”. The complementary state of affairs arises with IP nouns (albeit
with no nominal P(lural)-suffix; see section 7.2 below). Finally, SP nouns never bear
inverse marking, simply because they lackn-class altogether and therefore cannot incur
any contradictions on D. As in Kiowa, the verbal prefixi- can be interpreted as inverse
agreement resulting from the feature clash being transferred to T via Agree(T, D).

Thus, the theory derives inverse marking both on the noun andon the verb. Let
us now turn to the question of whether the number-based analysis of Kiowa-Tanoan
n-class is compatible with the theory of agreement and incorporation restrictions in
Southern Tiwa proposed in the preceding sections. Whether this question can be an-
swered in the affirmative depends on whether one can transferthe function of features
within the present theory onto (number-based)n-class features, whilst at the same time
maintaining two distinct probes, class and number, on T (andv).

We see one major problem for such a translation of ouri-class-based analysis into
one based onn-class features. It has to do with inverse marking on the noun. According
to Harbour, bothn-class and number (or more precisely: valued instances of [SG] and
[AUG], which [NUMBER] decomposes into) value probes on D, which results in inverse
marking if the feature values instantiated on D are contradictory. In a second step, the
probes thus valued on D serve as goals for Agree with probes onT, thereby transferring
their values onto T. Consequently, if D bears feature valuesthat trigger inverse marking,
then T will too. However, this means that there aren-class features on D, accessible
from outside the DP. Due to (31), the ergative DP in a transitive construction (see
scenario 1, section 4.1) must then value [PERSON], [ NUMBER], and n-[CLASS] on
T, thereby leaving nothing for the absolutive argument; such a derivation should then
crash, contrary to fact.20

In the following subsection, we attempt a Harbourian reanalysis that avoids this
problem by doing away with the nominal inverse in Southern Tiwa. Before that, we
should briefly mention two further problems which we have notaddressed until now
but which turn out to disappear once the number-based class theory is adopted (see
section 7.3).

20More generally, it is a crucial aspect of our foregoing analysis that no single nominal may value both
number and class probes on a single head. Any translation of our analysis into Harbouriann-class features,
into which both number and class are decomposed, must somehow ensure that a DP (specified for [±SG]
and [±AUG]) will not value T’s class probe (by virtue of its [±SG] specification). We can achieve this by
conceiving of our class probe as a ‘pure’ [SG:�] probe and number as a composite [SG:�, AUG:�] probe
that must be valued by both of these features together. Possibly, if Maximize(cf. (31)) applies not only to
entire heads but also at the level of individual probes, thennumber valuation by the [±SG] and [±AUG]
features of D will trump separate class valuation by [±SG] and number valuation by [±AUG] alone, since
the former allows for a greater number of features to be valued on a single probe (Number). Alternatively,
an ordering of feature valuation by means of a probe hierarchy, such that number valuation precedes class
valuation, will achieve the same effect. Neither of these solutions is particularly elegant, however, and so this
might in itself provide a conceptual argument in favour of the Leap-based analysis of the preceding sections,
in which class is treated as the atomic features A, B, and C distinct from number, over a Harbourian approach
to Southern Tiwa, as attempted in the following subsections.
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First, nothing has been said so far as to howi-class agreement and number inter-
pretation of the agreed-with noun interact. For instance, the examples in (2), section 1,
repeated here as (53), show that if the nounmusa“cat” is interpreted as singular, then
it triggers class-A agreement; if it is interpreted as plural, it triggers class-B agreement.

(53) a. Ka-musa-wia-ban
1SG:A:2SG-cat-give-PAST

“I gave the cat to you”
b. Kam-musa-wia-ban

1SG:B:2SG-cat-give-PAST

“I gave the cats to you”

In our theory, incorporated nouns that triggeri-class agreement are bare NPs, which
lack number specifications (see (36), section 3). But this raises the question of how the
different number interpretations in (53) come about. At this point, the opaque nature
of the A-B-C-notation becomes obvious. One could, in principle, assume thati-class
is primary and then stipulate that [CLASS:A ] is interpreted as singular, that [CLASS:C]
is interpreted as plural, and that [CLASS:B] is interpreted as plural in the context of
[ANIM ] and as singular otherwise.21 However, it follows from nothing that thei-class
features A, B, and C should receive such interpretations (though see section 7.3).

Second, the question arises as to howi-class membership can be semantically de-
termined (asn-class membership is in Kiowa; cf. below). According to Leap(1970a,
200-210), nouns that trigger A-type agreement (i.e., belong to i-class A) are perceived
as “units” (things that denote individuals) by speakers of Southern Tiwa; nouns that
trigger C-agreement can be characterized as “aggregates”,a kind of unordered set;
finally, nouns that trigger B-agreement are “sets”, a collection of elements that bear
some systematic relation to each other – these can either be pluralities or singular ob-
jects with complex internal structure. The solution to the first problem, which was
based on the idea thati-class is primary, becomes circular once this second problem is
taken into account. Namely, whether a noun is conceptualized as, for instance, a set
with internal structure or as an individual depends on both its lexical semantics and
its number value. For instance,seuan“man” is i-class B only in the plural, not in the
singular. This suggests that number is primary (noti-class, as hypothesized above) and
(partially) determinesi-class membership.

In Harbour’s theory, no problem arises. In contrast toi-class,n-class cuts across
number and therefore does not have any direct influence on it.Both n-class and num-
ber are primary in the sense that none is the interpretation of the other. On the other
hand,n-class stands in a certain dependency relationship to number (leading to the
impression thatn-class is number-based) because the features that characterizen-class
are decomposed number features. Furthermore, the semantic basis of n-classes is de-
rived because the features that definen-classes are interpretable and combine only with

21The feature [ANIM ] here is semantic, part of the lexical specification of itemsbelonging to category
N, and thus is to be distinguished from the grammatical animacy contributed by the person/D feature in
our analysis in the previous sections. Recall, in this connection, the implication in (35) and discussion
thereunder: animate nouns may incorporate, and thus be bareNPs.
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nouns that have particular lexical semantics.22

7.2 Against an inverse in Southern Tiwa

The solution to the problem of the nominal inverse mentionedin the previous sub-
section lies, we suggest, in recognizing that Southern Tiwa, unlike Kiowa, Towa, and
perhaps other members of the Kiowa-Tanoan family, does not have (or no longer has)
an inverse system.

To begin with, it can be observed that the markings-in and -ide (and their allo-
morphs), which according to Noyer (1992) have to be analyzedas inverse and non-
inverse markers, respectively, exclusively appear on animate nouns (see Leap (1970a,
204-205), Allen et al. (1990, 379, fn. 3)), Noyer (1992, 217)). Recall that animate
nouns all belong ton-class SI; see (54) (adapted from Rosen (1990, 672)).

(54) n-class
SI SP IP

A musa-de “cat” shut “shirt”
i-class B musa-n “cats” keuap “shoe”

C shut “shirts” keuap “shoes”

If -(i)n is the inverse marker (i.e.,i-class agreement B) for SI nouns, then-Ø marks the
inverse for IP nouns. The alternation does not seem to be phonologically conditioned;
rather, it must refer to then-class features present on N. If the inverse spells out a
feature clash on D, then the spell-out rule must be able to inspect the feature content on
the non-adjacent head N in order to decide which allomorph tochoose (the clash on D
involves [±SG] in both cases). In any event, it is only animate nouns that provide overt
evidence within the nominal domain for the claim that Southern Tiwa has an inverse
system.

We propose that Southern Tiwa in fact does not have an inversein the nominal
domain. Rather, the markers-in and-ide are plural/dual and singular suffixes, respec-

22There is a further problem, related to that discussed below (53), which has also gone unaddressed thus
far but which a Harbourian number-based class system potentially avoids. As illustrated in example (25) in
section 2.1, absolutive arguments trigger identical verbal agreement forms whether that argument incorpo-
rates or not (ti- in (25)), that is, in our terms, whether that argument is a DP or an NP. This is unexpected
on our i-class-based analysis of sections 3–5, since the categorial distinction between DPs and NPs cor-
relates with distinct sets of accessible features (cf. (36)) – the D head bears Person and Number, but not
Class, whereas the N head bears only Class. We claimed under scenario 3 of section 4.1 above that apparent
A/B-class agreement with ergative DPs is in fact number agreement (thus yielding the three-way singular-
dual-plural distinction with such DPs). The question, then, is how the number feature on an absolutive DP
argument can trigger the same agreement form as the class feature on the bare incorporating NP alternant
of that absolutive argument (‘the man’ in (25)). On ouri-class-based system, it can be little more than co-
incidence that number-agreement with a non-incorporatingDP matchesi-class (A/B)-agreement with the
corresponding incorporating NP, since Number andi-Class are two ontologically distinct features. However,
on a Harbourian revision in terms ofn-class, in which both Number and Class are composed of the same
vocabulary ([+SG] and [–SG]), this identity of agreement becomes much more transparent: both the A-class
NP in (25-a) and the singular DP in (25-b) contain the same feature on D and N, namely [+SG] in this case.
In terms of the feature specifications in (52) above (and (55)below), we might reasonably assume, therefore,
that the category D (as the category implying Rosen’s HiSpecproperties of animacy, specificity, etc.) is
inherently specified [+SG], just like N heads of Pattern I (n-class SI), i.e. that class of nominals that bears
the semantic feature [ANIM ] (cf. footnote 21 above).
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tively;23 see also Leap (1970b), who suggests that Southern Tiwa-in and -ide have
become markers for number and animacy. Before we sketch how this provides us with
a handle on the first problem mentioned in section 7.1, we would like to justify this
proposal.

To this end, suppose Southern Tiwa had an inverse system in the nominal domain.
First, it is clear that at least animate 3rd-person nouns in Southern Tiwa can be inter-
preted as singular, dual, and plural.24 (Accordingly, we will revise table (52) in (55)
below so that the3rd, obj column refers only to inanimate NPs, with 3rd-person ani-
mate DPs now belonging to theotherwisecolumn.) This means that if-in is a nominal
inverse suffix, then animate nouns in Southern Tiwa actuallybelong to then-class SII
(singular marking for referential cardinality one, inverse marking for referential cardi-
nality two and more than two). As the inverse marker appears in the dual and the plural,
and since [DUAL ] and [PLURAL] decompose into [–SG,–AUG] and [–SG,+AUG], re-
spectively, it follows that, according to Harbour (2007), then-class feature of SII must
be [+SG]: this ultimately results in a feature clash on D with [–SG], the feature that
makes dual and plural a natural class. This fits with what was assumed in (52).

Now, Noyer’s (1992) analysis of the inverse in Southern Tiwais based on the as-
sumption that the verbal prefix does not register any differences between dual and
plural for animate 3rd (i.e., class SII) nouns (see (51))25. This is also what one expects
in Harbour’s theory, where inverse marked nouns trigger (uniform) inverse agreement
on the verb. However, this expectation is not borne out by thefacts. For instance,
if in a transitive construction the agent is dual (marked by-in on the noun), then the
verbal prefixes for a 1st-, 2nd-, and 3rd-person agent and an object of i-class A are
in-, men-, andin-, respectively (see Allen et al. (1990, 376-377), Rosen (1990, 673),
and appendix B). If the agent changes to plural while the object remains constant, then
the verbal prefixes change, too:i-, ma-, andi-, respectively. Thus, the verbal prefixes
register a difference between dual and plural although theyare assumed to be triggered
by the same inverse (feature set) in the nominal domain. Notethat for both dual and
plural, the feature clash that triggers the inverse on D involves [±SG] (n-class is [+SG];
number consists of [–SG] in both cases). The fact that the expectation is not borne out,
we conclude, suggests that the nouns are not in the inverse inthe technical sense of
Harbour (2007).

One might argue that the difference in verbal agreement between dual and plural
is attributable to the inverse marker spelling out the clashbetween [+SG] and [–SG]
differently depending on the value of [AUG]: dual is [–AUG], plural is [+AUG] (recall

23In one way or another, a shift away from the pure inverse system has been suggested for other Kiowa-
Tanoan languages too (Kiowa and Towa being the most conservative ones; see Noyer (1992, 223)). See
Yumitami (1998, 98-99) on (Jemez) Towa, Noyer (1992, 219-22) on (Rio Grande) Tewa, and Leap (1970b,
40), citing Trager (1968, 42-45), on Picurís (a Northern Tiwa dialect; also see Zaharlick (1977, 45), citing
Trager (1971)). Since Southern Tiwa is one of the most distant relatives of Kiowa (see Kroskrity (1977, 8),
citing Trager (1967)), it would not come as a surprise if it had also followed this general tendency.

24See, for instance, Leap (1970a, 104), who observes that “-[i]de and -[i]n [. . .] can be seen to correlate
with singular–non-singularsemological reference” (emphasis ours); cf. the discussion of animate 3rd-person
nouns under scenario 3, section 4.1, and the paradigms in (42) and (56).

25As Noyer (1992, 219) puts it: “To summarize the discussion ofTiwa, the innovation of the Tiwa branch
is the loss of dual number entirely from the system of inherent number. Duals always fall together with
plurals in the number-affix system and with respect to verbalagreement.”
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that this now applies to animate 3rd-person DPs as well as to 1st- and 2nd-person DPs,
unlike in (52)). For instance, in the scenario above,men-would appear in the context
of [±SG,–AUG]; ma-would show up in the context of [±SG,+AUG].

This makes the prediction that in an intransitive construction, an IP noun in the
singular should trigger the same agreement form as an SII noun in the dual (both have
[±SG,–AUG] on D) while an IP noun in the plural triggers a different agreement (be-
ing [±SG,+AUG]). As far as we can tell, only the second part of this prediction is
confirmed. Thus, for the first part, Allen et al. (1990, 376) give i- (an i-class B prefix)
as the intransitive prefix for a singular IP noun, and although they do not list it in the
paradigm, they explicitly note: “If an animate 3rd person subject is dual, prefixin- is
used in place of the B-prefix”. These two different forms of the intransitive prefix –i-
for a singular IP noun andin- for a dual SII noun – can be seen in the paradigm in (42)
(from Rosen 1990:673), wherei- appears in both B-cells (plural and otherwise) andin-
is labelled (by Rosen) as ‘Adu’ (cf. also (45), (47), and (48)).

There is, however, an alternative to then-class specification in (52) which can avoid
this problem. Suppose that IP is not classified as [–SG] but as [+AUG], as in (55).

(55) n-class number 3rd,obj,inanim(NP) otherwise(DP)
SII [+SG] singular [+SG] [+ SG,–AUG]
SP – dual – [–SG,–AUG]
IIP [+AUG] plural [+AUG] [–SG,+AUG]

Nouns that fall into this revised IPn-class receive an inverse marking in the singular
and in the dual (triggered by [±AUG]; the class is, in fact, IIP). This does not affect
what we have said about the difference in verbal prefixing between dual and plural for
SII nouns above. However, it does make a difference with respect to the verbal prefixes
triggered by I(I)P nouns in the singular and by SII nouns in the dual: the former now
have [+SG, ±AUG] on D, the latter have [±SG,–AUG]. It is thus not unexpected that
they condition different verbal prefixes.26

We might therefore be able to maintain the nominal inverse ina Harbourian analysis
of Southern Tiwa after all. However, although it works, thissolution is basically just a
technical one. In particular, it must be stipulated from case to case whether the choice
of inverse agreement on the verb takes other, contextual features into account or not.
Thus, the choice of the verbal inverse for SII nouns reflects the contextual difference
between [+AUG] and [–AUG], whereas the choice of the verbal inverse for I(I)P nouns
does not: as far as we can tell, the sole I(I)P argument in an intransitive construction
triggers the same verbal prefix in the singular as it does in the dual, namelyi-, even
though the features on D are [+SG,±AUG] and [–SG,±AUG], respectively.

Another potential problem raised by (55) concerns what Harbour (2007, 94-96)
calls “mnemonic naturalness”. As already mentioned, the feature that defines ann-
class must be compatible with the lexical semantics of the nouns that belong to that
n-class. Although our sources are sparse on this, we can identify four members of the

26Also, classifying I(I)P nouns as [+AUG] offers an explanation for the alternation between the nominal
inverse markers-in and -Ø: the former is a reflex of [±SG], the latter a reflex of [±AUG]. It is unclear,
though, why one inverse should be overtly marked and the other not. Furthermore, the alternation of the
non-inverse prefixes between-ide and-Ø still remains unexplained.
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I(I)P class in Southern Tiwa: the nouns for “flower”, “mountain”, “eye” (Leap (1970a,
202)), and “shoe” (Rosen (1990, 672)). According to Harbour(2007, 69), the feature
[+AUG], which in (55) defines then-class I(I)P, “guarantees that whatever properties
hold ofx hold also of some proper subset ofx”.

Now, a mountain is a piece of rock. It can be broken into parts that are pieces of
rock, too. This corresponds well with [+AUG]. However, things are far less evident
for a flower, a shoe, or an eye. In fact, one would be inclined tosay that the parts
of a flower, such as the stem, petals and leaves, are not flowers. The same goes for a
shoe or an eye. On the other hand, [–SG], then-class feature proposed for IP in (52),
denotes the property of being non-atomic. Obviously, this holds for a mountain by the
reasoning above. But what is more, if a flower is perceived of as a complex object, as
suggested by Leap (1970a), then it is non-atomic in a certain sense. Likewise, an eye or
a shoe might be thought of as composed from more basic elements (such as the pupil,
the retina, and the lashes in the case of an eye). This suggests that it might be better
to think of then-class feature for IP as [–SG] rather than as [+AUG]. If so, then the
above-mentioned erroneous prediction concerning the verbal intransitive agreement of
a singular IP noun and a dual SII noun remains an issue.

We conclude that a Noyer-Harbourian analysis of Southern Tiwa as an inverse sys-
tem is possible but requires certain extra assumptions; also, as we have seen, it is not
without problems. We therefore consider it worth pursuing the idea that Southern Tiwa
has lost its inverse system (whilst retaining then-class features; see the following sec-
tion). This does not seem too far-fetched, particularly considering the common trend
among the Tanoan languages away from the inverse (see footnote 23). In any event, the
crucial point here is that this assumption provides an answer to the first question raised
in section 7.1, namely how a probe (head) can avoid valuing all of its features when all
of the corresponding goal features are already accessible on D, as a Harbourian analy-
sis of the inverse requires. If there is no inverse, then there is no need for the (n-)class
features to be on D. Thus, they can be assumed to remain embedded within the DP,
leaving the class probe active, in line with our analysis. (For the related problem of
how to prevent D’s number features from valuing T/v’s class probe in this Harbourian
system, see footnote 20.)

7.3 A modified Noyer-Harbourian analysis

We have argued above that a Noyer-Harbourian number-based analysis ofn-class can
be made compatible with the theory of agreement restrictions presented here if one
assumes that Southern Tiwa has lost its inverse in the nominal domain. We have also
sketched how a number-based analysis ofn-class features can capture the observation
that noun classes in Southern Tiwa are semantically based, albeit in a manner that
causes problems for the verbal agreement facts if an inverseis maintained (cf. previous
subsection). Still to be accounted for, however, are the number interpretations ofi-
classes. In this connection, suppose that Southern Tiwa hasshifted towards a system
that merely shows a singular–plural opposition with respect to non-HiSpec 3rd-person
nouns.27 To express this opposition, the feature [±SG] is sufficient. To be precise,

27Thus, although we do not agree with Noyer (1992) that Southern Tiwa has lost the dual with 3rd-person
nouns altogether (cf. footnote 25), we do assume that there is no dual for non-HiSpec nouns. This makes the
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assume thatn-class SI nouns in Southern Tiwa are lexically specified as [+SG] while
n-class IP nouns are specified as [–SG] (as proposed in (52)). These features aren-class
features as they are known from other Kiowa-Tanoan systems.Like n-class features in
the theory of Harbour (2007), they are only compatible with nouns that have a particular
lexical semantics.

In a system that distinguishes singular, dual and plural, the feature [±SG] is not
interpreted as number (for instance, singular is not [+SG] but [+SG,–AUG] in such
a system). But given the singular–plural system, they are: [+SG] denotes referen-
tial cardinality one, [–SG] referential cardinality of more than one. We suggest that
it is actually the [±SG] feature on N (instead of [CLASS:A /B/C]) that triggersi-class
agreement in our analysis. Namely, we propose that [+SG] and [–SG] value a probe
[CLASS:�]. [ CLASS] is special insofar as it takes as its value the complete goalfeature.
Thus, [CLASS:�] is valued as [CLASS:+SG] or as [CLASS:–SG], which is spelled out
as i-class A- ori-class C-agreement, respectively. This explains the number interpre-
tations of SI nouns that trigger class-A agreement and of IP nouns that trigger class-C
agreement.

In order to achieve a plural interpretation for SI nouns and asingular interpretation
for IP nouns, we propose that Southern Tiwa resorts to the marked strategy of deleting
the value of the [±SG] feature on N. In both cases, the result is the feature [SG], which
we assume to be able to value [CLASS:�] as well, to [CLASS:SG]. Moreover, we
make a stipulation to the effect that [SG] is contextually interpreted: if it shows up on
a noun that also bears the inherent semantic feature [ANIM ] (see footnote 21), then
it is interpreted as plural; otherwise, it is interpreted assingular. In the morphology,
[CLASS:SG] is always spelled out asi-class B-agreement.28

Finally, assume that SP nouns can be lexically valued eitheras [+SG] or as [–SG],
resulting in singular interpretation accompanied byi-class A-agreement or in plural
interpretation withi-class C-agreement.29

To summarize, we propose that Southern Tiwa has essentiallyretained the number-
basedn-class features assumed for other Kiowa-Tanoan languages in the literature.
However, there are two crucial differences between Southern Tiwa and its more con-
servative relatives. First, Southern Tiwa has lost the dualfrom 3rd-person non-HiSpec
nouns. This enablesn-class features on bare NPs to be interpretable as number. Second,
Southern Tiwa has lost the inverse in the nominal domain. This enables [CLASS:�] to
remain unvalued by a DP, thus allowing subsequent class-Agree with a bare NP argu-
ment. Indeed, it is tempting to speculate that it was this very loss of the inverse which
conditioned the emergence of class as a separate probe from person and number in
Southern Tiwa, thus yielding the characteristic verbal agreement and non-incorporation

prediction that it should never be the case that incorporated nouns receive a dual-only interpretation, whilst
non-incorporated (HiSpec) absolutives, including 3rd-person ones, should allow such an interpretation. We
do not know whether this is correct.

28Alternatively, one could assume that the marked strategy consists of adding the opposite value, thus
turning [+SG] and [–SG] into [±SG]. This would render the analysis even more similar to the theory of
Harbour (2007) in that there is a feature clash; the difference is that in the present account the clash arises on
N, not on D, and that [±SG] receives a special (contextually conditioned) interpretation.

29This class should be the smallest of all because nouns that belong to it must be semantically compatible
with both [+SG] and [–SG]. We do not know whether this is true, but note that the (corresponding) SDP
class in Kiowa indeed only comprises a few nouns (see Harbour(2007, 49)).
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restrictions as described and analysed in sections 1–5.

8 Appendix B: Transitive and ditransitive paradigms in Southern Tiwa

Cells in the paradigms (56) and (57) for which there is no entry for independent reasons
(PCC, animacy-class correlation, and the like) are filled with “*”. Cells that belong to
the special reflexive paradigm (see footnote 8) are ignored and filled with “. . . ”.

(56) Transitive paradigm (Allen et al. (1990, 376-377), Rosen (1990, 673)):
DPerg

1st 2nd 3rd
SG DU PL SG DU PL SG DU PL

DP/NPabs

SG . . . . . . . . . bey- bey- bey- * * *

1st DU . . . . . . . . . ku- ku- ku- * * *

PL . . . . . . . . . ku- ku- ku- * * *

SG i- i- i- . . . . . . . . . * * *

2nd DU men- men- men-. . . . . . . . . * * *

PL ma- ma- ma- . . . . . . . . . * * *

A ti- in- i- a- men- ma- Ø- in- i-

3rd B bi- imim- ibi- i- mimim- bibi- i- imim- ibi-

C te- kin- kiw- ku- men- mow-u- in- iw-
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(57) Ditransitive paradigm (Allen et al. (1990, 378), Rosen (1990, 673)):
DPerg

1st 2nd
SG DU PL SG DU PL

DPdat DP/NPabs

A . . . . . . . . . ben- men- mim-

SG B . . . . . . . . . bem- mem- mim-

C . . . . . . . . . bow- mow- miw-

A . . . . . . . . . mim- mim- mim-

1st DU B . . . . . . . . . mim- mim- mim-

C . . . . . . . . . miw- miw- miw-

A . . . . . . . . . mim- mim- mim-

PL B . . . . . . . . . mim- mim- mim-

C . . . . . . . . . miw- miw- miw-

A ka- ka- ka- . . . . . . . . .

SG B kam- kam- kam-. . . . . . . . .

C kow- kow- kow- . . . . . . . . .

A mim- mim- mim- . . . . . . . . .

2nd DU B mim- mim- mim- . . . . . . . . .

C miw- miw- miw- . . . . . . . . .

A mam- mam- mam-. . . . . . . . .

PL B mam- mam- mam-. . . . . . . . .

C mow- mow- mow-. . . . . . . . .

A ta- mim- mim- a- mim- mim-

Asg B tam- mim- mim- am- mim- mim-

C tow- miw- miw- ow- miw- miw-

3rd

A mim- mim- mim- mim- mim- mim-

Bpl B mim- mim- mim- mim- mim- mim-

C miw- miw- miw- miw- miw- miw-
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